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JBoss in Action: Configuring the JBoss Application ServerManning Publications, 2009
JBoss in Action is the first book to focus on teaching readers in detail how to use the JBoss application server. Unlike other titles about JBoss, the authors of JBoss in Action go deeper into the advanced features and configuration of the server. In particular, it focuses on enterprise-class topics, such as high availability,...

		

The Truth About Being a LeaderFT Press, 2006

	Praise for The Truth About Being a Leader


	“If you ever met Dr. Otazo, you certainly would read her new Truth book. She is as she writes—engaging, pithy, memorable. Take ‘Truth 33: Questions Unite; Answers Divide.’ Now ain’t that the truth....


		

Jump-Starting America: How Breakthrough Science Can Revive Economic Growth and the American DreamPublicAffairs, 2019

	The untold story of how America once created the most successful economy the world has ever seen and how we can do it again.

	

	The American economy glitters on the outside, but the reality is quite different. Job opportunities and economic growth are increasingly concentrated in a few crowded coastal enclaves....






		

ASP.NET in 60 Minutes a DayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Get up and running with ASP.NET using this innovative virtual classroom approach!
Are you ready to learn how to write clean, reusable, scalable code for Web pages using ASP.NET? Experienced trainer Glenn Johnson takes you inside his virtual classroom to provide you with seventeen one-hour lessons that recreate a typical introductory seminar on...


		

The Fearful Rise of Markets: Global Bubbles, Synchronized Meltdowns, and How To Prevent Them in the FutureFT Press, 2010

	“This enjoyable, fast-moving book is concise, relevant, and perceptive. My bottom line is a simple one: This book should be read by all those interested in the way markets operate, be they investors, analysts, or policy makers.”


	From the Foreword by Mohamed A....


		

The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 4A: Combinatorial Algorithms, Part 1Addison Wesley, 2011

	The TITLE of Volume 4 is Combinatorial Algorithms, and when I proposed it I was strongly inclined to add a subtitle: The Kind of Programming I Like Best. Mv editors have decided to tone down such exuberance, but the fact remains that programs with a combinatorial flavor have always been my favorites.


	On the other hand I've...






		

The Accidental Leader: What to Do When You're Suddenly in ChargeJossey-Bass, 2003
The Book You Need When You Are Unexpectedly Put in Charge
It could happen today. You are called into the office, and the boss tells you that due to unforeseen circumstances, starting today you will be in charge of a team, a project, an office, a committee, or a business unit. Without any warning (or preparation on your part) you’ve become...


		

Windows Media 9 Series by ExampleCMP Books, 2003
Videographers can harness the potential that WM9 offers to deliver high-quality video and multimedia via DVD and over the Internet. Illustrated examples and tutorials demonstrate the basic functionality of WM9 as well as the options available to advanced users who wish to design new applications with the software development kit. Professional...

		

Security Controls Evaluation, Testing, and Assessment HandbookSyngress Publishing, 2015

	Security Controls Evaluation, Testing, and Assessment Handbook provides a current and well-developed approach to evaluation and testing of security controls to prove they are functioning correctly in today's IT systems. This handbook shows you how to evaluate, examine, and test installed security controls in the world of...






		

Reconstruction Era: Almanac Edition 1. (U X L Reconstruction Era Reference Library)Gale, 2004
Doody Enterprises : "One insert box in this volume contains a "Letter from a Former Slave" that appeared in a Cincinnati newspaper on Aug. 7, 1865. It would be interesting to have students consider if this is a real letter dictated by a former slave or the creation of a journalist trying to sell newspapers who may have...

		

How: Why How We Do Anything Means Everything...in Business (and in Life)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The flood of information and unprecedented transparency reshaping today's business world has dramatically changed the rules of the game. It's no longer what you do that sets you apart from others, but how you do what you do. Whats are commodities, easily duplicated or reverse-engineered. Sustainable advantage and enduring success—for both...

		

Windows System Programming (4th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2010
“If you’re writing a native Win32 program or just want to know what the OS is really doing underneath, you need John’s book. He covers the stuff that real systems programmers absolutely must know. Recommended.” 

–Chris Sells, Microsoft Corporation
...
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